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Free Essay: The Enron Scandal One of the most popular business Unfortunately, Enron executives who were
responsible for the shady accounting practices, show For example, Enron could enter a contract with a purchaser of
electricity.

It is non simply one individual can interrupt a solid concern construction. This lead to them the company and
Jeff Skilling having the ability to gain a house of cards that will soon fall in the future. Enron The first story is
without a doubt one of the most serious cases of its kind. Enron stood at the verge of falling into the largest
bankruptcy in history by mid-November  Most of them, who lost their job were nearing their retirement age.
The company was called Enron and was doing very well in business but unfortunately, after many bad
decisions were made by the executives of the company, Enron went bankrupt. Everything is going well for
Enron corporation. However, considering numerous ethics violations documented by the U. This scandal
shocked the entire nation. Enron was forced to declare bankruptcy on December 2,  However, numerous cases
of scandal and fraud occur throughout the years and some have been even bigger than the Enron scandal such
as the WorldCom scandal. Studies and Reports - Study of investment banks, violators and violations,
enforcement actions, etc. Additionally, examining Enron ethics, their organization culture, will help to
determine how their criminal acts could have been prevented The Enron Corporation was founded in out of
Houston, Texas and was one of the world 's major electricity, natural gas, communications, and pulp and paper
companies that employed over 20, employees All departments must work together in order to ensure the
organization runs smoothly. Enron became a company that was able to profit by providing deliveries of gas to
utility companies and businesses. Enron managed to hide millions in dollars in debt and losses through
unlawful accounting practices. In addition to being the largest bankruptcy reorganization in American history
at that time, Enron was attributed as the biggest audit failure. Many key people were involved in the downfall
of Enron such as Sherron Watkins. Skilling were both found guilty of fraud and conspiracy. The corporation
chose Houston, Texas to home its headquarters and staffed about 20, people. Take in to account the risks that
had not been managed properly to certain extent in the company. However it is still argued today by different
stakeholders who are is responsible. This was possible through the use accounting loopholes, poor financial
reporting and special purpose entities These frauds have been detected in multiple ways as well
whistleblowers, internal audits, and even the fraudulent people themselves. If the information is publicized for
all current or future investors to use, then it isn't illegal. This in many ways was a company with a corporate
culture centered on greed with no regard to ethical choices. The Enron Scandal shocked the universe. Enron
arose from the merger of Houston Natural Gas and Internorth. The allegations ranged from faulty revenue
reporting and falsifying financial records, to the shredding and destruction of financial documents Patsuris, 
Sherron Watkins was born on August 28, in Houston, Texas. Enron marketed natural gas, electricity and
broadband. Enron filed for bankruptcy on December 2,  Department of Labor, the loosely guided CSR
deontology appears to be a public relations front for capitalistic extremists who caress their egos for greed
This kind of company needed to be independent from Enron. The loopholes in the accounting system need to
be rectified. One of the most recent ethical issues that have taken place would be the Enron collapse. The
company used so many ways to get their stocks up high and try to keep them there. Search Related Essays The
effectiveness of internal control in business since the enron scandal Essay Words 9 Pages 1. When the stocks
crashed in , these people fell victim to the lies and misleading information that Enron reported This is so that
one can hopefully be more aware and prevent something like this happening in the future. In this paper, there
is information about the way things went the way it did with the Enron scandal. Enron executives got greedy,
the more the company was falling, they found anyway to line their pockets versus help the company.


